Introduction and abstract.
Famous investigations on the theory of surfaces of constant negative curvature have been carried out around the turn of the century by F. Klein and H. Poincaré in connection with complex function theory. The theory of the geodesies in the large on such surfaces was developed later in the famous memoirs by P. Koebe. This theory is purely topological. The measure-theoretical point of view became dominant in the late thirties after the advent of ergodic theory, and the papers of G. A. Hedlund and E. Hopf [2] on the ergodic character of the geodesic flow came into being. The present paper is an elaboration of the author's Gibbs lecture of this year and at the same time of the author's paper of 1939 on the subject, at least of its part concerning constant negative curvature. The author has had complaints about too much detail missing in the presentation of the material in the latter paper. This has been rectified in the present paper.
The very deep and very important recent papers by Sinai and Anosov on the subject are not touched upon in this paper. They are connected with the second phase of ergodic theory which came into being by the introduction of the notion of entropy into ergodic theory.
2. Two-dimensional hyperbolic geometry. The well-known Beltrami-Poincaré model of the hyperbolic plane is the interior of the unit circle endowed with the Riemannian metric 2 2 o dXi + d%2
(1) ds = -(i -< -x\y which has curvature minus one. The isometrics in this geometry are those Moebius transformations that map xt+xl<l onto itself. An isometry is completely determined by the requirement that it carry a given orthogonal two-leg (ordered pair of directed line-elements with the same carrier point) again into such a thing. Line-elements are always understood to be directed. Of course, isometries leave all quantities unchanged which are determined by ds only, angles ( = Euclidean angles), element of area 4d#i d%2
(2) dA = \X.
%Y %%)
Geodesies are carried again into geodesies. They are the arcs in x\-\-x\<\ of the circles orthogonal to the unit circle. Hyperbolic distance between two points x = (xi, x 2 ) and x' = (x{ , x{ ) is denoted by s(x, x').
Consider now the three-dimensional space of line-elements e in the hyperbolic plane. Each isometry of this plane induces, of course, a mapping of that space onto itself. We introduce as metric in the lineelement space the expression
where dx is determined in the following way. Consider two nearby elements e, e' with carrier points x, x'. Move e from x to x' by parallel displacement, in other words, move the element to x' along the geodesic from x to x' in such a way that its direction always makes the same angle with the geodesic, dx is then the angle between the element e in its final position and e'. Obviously \dx\ is independent of the order of the two elements, da is therefore a Riemannian metric in £-space. da is even invariant under the mappings induced by the isometries of the plane since the operation of parallel displacement is invariant under isometries. In other words, those mappings are themselves isometries in espace relative to da. We denote by a(e, e') the invariant distance defined by da in e-space. The invariant element of volume measure induced by da in e-space is found to be
where d<j> is the angle-differential in a point of the plane. If we consider in e-space the motion along the directed geodesies with speed ds/dt = 1 we obtain a one-parameter group of mappings T l e, T t+8 = T l T*, of e-space onto itself: T l e is the position attained by e after it has moved t units along the geodesic determined by it. This is the geodesic flow in the e-space of the hyperbolic plane. It is a wellknown fact of differential geometry that the geodesic flow on a surface leaves the element of measure (4) in £-space invariant. The same is, of course, true about the Lebesgue measure m determined by it in e-space. m is invariant not only under isometries but also under the geodesic flow.
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We need the following simple coordinate-representation of the geodesies and of the flow along them. We assume throughout that a geodesic is directed. A geodesic is characterized by its points of infinity 0~, 0 + on the unit circle, 6~9 £ 6 + , where 0 is an angle (mod 2T). And a line-element e is characterized by the geodesic determined by it and by the position of its carrier point on this geodesic (orthogonal circular arc). This position is in turn characterized by the distance 5^0 of the point from the Euclidean midpoint of this directed arc,
The geodesic flow is then simply
The invariant measure-differential dm in e-space has the simple form
That p is independent of 5 follows from the invariance of dm under TK Positivity and continuity are the only properties of this function p which are needed in what follows. We also need the following fundamental fact about hyperbolic geometry: To every geodesic and to every point x there exists precisely one geodesic through x that has the same point plus infinity on the unit circle. Two geodesies with the same point plus infinity we call positively asymptotic (to each other). Analogously is negative asymptoticity defined. The asymptotic character is expressed by the following : PRINCIPAL is not greater than the length of any path in e-space joining the two elements. Choose for this path the geodesic arc between the carrier points plus parallel displacement of the first element along it (da = ds), and then the remaining rotation of the element into the second element (da -\dx\ ). This makes the lemma obvious.
3. Complete surfaces S of curvature minus one. The classical construction of these surfaces is the following. It starts with a group 8 of isometries S in the hyperbolic plane. We suppose that it is discrete or, in other words, that it does not contain isometries arbitrarily close to the identity. Well-known consequences of the discreteness are: (1) g is countable, (2) the set of distinct points Sx, 5G8» congruent to a point x within the unit circle does not have a cluster point within this circle, (3) the fixed points of the isometries S£8 different from the identity form a countable set of single points and orthogonal arcs (geodesic arcs). 8 possesses a fundamental domain D in the unit disk. The classical construction of a simple fundamental domain is the following. Choose a point x° within the unit circle which is no fixed point of any 5£S different from the identity. Then the set of all points x which satisfy the inequalities
for all ££S different from the identity is a fundamental domain or, rather, the interior of a fundamental domain D-D(x°) for 8-D is geodesically convex. Its boundary is formed by countably many geodesic arcs and, perhaps, parts of the unit circle itself. This is so because the equation s(x, x l ) = s(x, x 2 ) determines a geodesic in hyperbolic geometry. Fixed points of any S£8 different from the identity can obviously occur only on the boundary of such a D.
We obtain a surface 2 of curvature minus one if we identify all points Sx, 5G8> congruent to a given point x or if we regard the set 
The last two equations hold by virtue of the invariance of s. Similarly, the directed line-elements P on S are defined by identification of congruent line-elements within the unit circle, and distance of two elements P is defined by
where 5, 5' mean the isometries induced in e-space and 9 means the corresponding group. The three-dimensional space of line-elements P on 2 is denoted by 12. All the other quantities which are defined within the unit circle and invariant under isometries define similar quantities on 2. Plane measurability of a set of points p on 2 means measurability of the set of all representatives x in x\+x\<l of all those p. A set in 2 is said to have measure zero if the set of all representative points x has this property. Of course, measure of a general measurable set on 2 has to be defined more carefully. It is defined as the measure ƒ dA of the intersection of that set of all representatives x with a fundamental domain for g. It is a consequence of the invariance of ƒ dA under isometries that the measure defined in this way is independent of the particular fundamental domain. Measure zero, according to this definition, agrees with measure zero as defined a moment ago because the set of all representatives x is the union of all copies under 9 of those intersections and because these copies are countable in number. In a perfectly analoguous way m-measurability and measure m are defined in the space S2 of line-elements P on 2. The measure m in Î2 is invariant under TK The geodesic flow T l P is unambiguously defined on S, or rather, in Î2 because
holds for arbitrary isometries induced in 0. This relation is most easily proved. In fact, 5 carries geodesic motion into geodesic motion. Hence, either side represents a geodesic motion starting from Se at £ = 0. But the geodesic motion with this initial value is uniquely determined. A geodesic T'P is said to be positively asymptotic to another geodesic T*P' if some representative T*Se of the first is positively asymptotic to some representative P5V of the second in the unit disk. We also say in this case that the geodesic streamline is positively asymptotic to the second geodesic streamline. This is an easy consequence of Lemma 1 and of the fact that <r(Qi Q')^{^i e ') holds for any respective representatives e, e' of the two points Q, Q' of 0.
The following fact has to be used. To say that T l P is positively asymptotic to T l P r means exactly that, for some 5£g and some S'£9> T'Se is positively asymptotic to T t S / e i \ This is equivalent to saying that ST l e is positively asymptotic to S'T l e'. In introducing the operator T™ë for the point + oo on the unit circle of the geodesic T l ë through ë, we can write the last asymptoticity relation (we use the fact that P 00 as well as T l commutes with any S) simply We suppose that the carrier points x, x' of the elements e } e' are kept fixed,
where t?, û' are the angles with two fixed directions in the points x, x', respectively. For fixed S£9, S'£g, (8) represents a one-to-one mapping of the unit circle into itself. As g is countable there are only i97i]
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countably many different mappings (8). Each of these maps a set of measure zero on the unit circle again into such a set because the Moebius transformations of g are still one-to-one and bianalytic on this unit circle. Each of the two relations (8') is bianalytic. Therefore, null sets correspond to null sets under them. Each composite mapping resulting from the relations (8) and (8')-these are the mappings considered in Lemma 3-does therefore the same. Since there are only countably many such mappings involved, it is plain that Lemma 3 is right.
4. The two classes of surfaces S. Consider a geodesic motion y on a surface S. We call it positively divergent on 2 if, for t-> <», s(p tl p°) -> oo holds where p t is the ^-coordinate of T'P and where p° is a fixed point on2. Of course, if the statement holds true for one p° then it does so for any other fixed point p°. Quite analogously, a geodesic streamline T'P in the P-space 12 over 2 is called positively divergent if, for /->oo, a{T l P, P 0 )-»oo holds where P° is an arbitrarily fixed point in 12. It is plain that both concepts are equivalent because the general inequalities
S(P, P') ^ cr(P, P') ^ S(P, P') + T
hold where p y p' are the carrier points of P, P', respectively. The second of these inequalities follows by parallel displacement of P along a geodesic arc from p to p' and by a rotation of the line-element in p'.
An important consequence of the Principal Lemma 2 is: If a geodesic on 2 (streamline in 12) is positively divergent in S (12) so is every other geodesic (streamline in 12) which is positively asymptotic to the first. This statement remains, of course, valid if the word "positively" is replaced by the word "negatively" throughout Lemma 3 permits the use of the abundance of positively-divergent geodesies for a subdivision of the class of surfaces S into two subclasses.
DEFINITION. A surface 2 is of first class if the divergent geodesies issuing from a fixed point pof% form a set of directions in p of angular measure zero. 2 is called of second class if it is not of first class. If this is true f or one fixed point ££2 it is, by virtue of Lemma 3, true f or any other fixed point p.
The possible surfaces 2 of first class represent, topologically, a vast variety of surfaces of constant negative curvature. There are, as is well known, many types of closed surfaces. For instance, every closed orientable surface of genus > 1 is topologically represented. A closed Many surfaces with boundary fall into this category. In this case the problem of the geodesies is either totally or at least partially a hyperbolic billiard problem with elastic reflection at the respective boundaries.
Take, for example, an equilateral hyperbolic triangle with the three interior angles equal to 27r/2n = Tr/n where n is an integer >3 (the sum of the three angles must be <T) and take the three hyperbolic reflections at the three sides as generators of a group g. The condition on the angle insures that the images under g of the triangular domain cover the hyperbolic plane simply or, in other words, that this triangle is actually a fundamental domain for this group g. The surface 2 generated by g is then this triangular area, and the geodesies problem is the hyperbolic billiard problem.
Quite generally, we may say that a surface 2 is of first class if its area is finite. The reason is this. If S has finite area its P-space 0 has finite volume m (ft) -2TA. By virtue of Poincaré's recurrence theorem, almost all streamlines of the geodesic flow in ft (with invariant measure m) are recurrent. However, if 2 were of second class then, by virtue of the definition of the second class, the divergent streamlines from any fixed point of 2 would form a set of angular measure >0 and, therefore, the set in ft of all divergent streamlines would have positive measure which would be a contradiction. There are many types of surfaces 2 of finite area but of infinite hyperbolic diameter. A well-known example is that of the modular group g which has a geodesic triangle for fundamental domain with one corner or, rather, cusp at infinity (on xl+xl~l).
The cusp does not prevent the domain from having a finite area.
A surface 2 of second class is realized if the fundamental domain of the group g has on its boundary an open arc of the unit circle. Any geodesic ray that ends up on this arc must be divergent on 2. In fact, such a ray stays ultimately in D, and the point running along it gets farther and farther removed, in the sense of the distance s, from the finite part of the boundary of JD. Consequently, its minimal distance from all the points Sx°y S 5*identity, congruent to a fixed point x° inside of D (they are outside of D) tends a fortiori to infinity. Obviously, the initial directions of the geodesic rays issuing from a fixed point and ending on that arc fill a whole angle. To the arc on the unit circle there corresponds an infinite funnel of the surface 2. However, surfaces of the second class can be much more complicated in that they
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can reach to infinity in much more intricate ways. We mention that Koebe's two "kinds" of surfaces S are not the same as our two classes. "Kind" is a purely topological and, as such, very natural notion. From the standpoint of ergodic theory, however, the natural division is the one into the two "classes." A more detailed discussion between kinds and classes is found in our original memoir [2] . The first kind is actually larger than the first class.
5. Ergodic theory and the two classes of surfaces 2. We are now ready to begin with the proof of the two principal theorems on the geodesic flow on surfaces 2.
FIRST THEOREM. For a surface of first class the geodesic flow is ergodic. First we prove this lemma and then the two main theorems. It is interesting to observe that the lemma is true if in the hypothesis (c) and in the conclusion the statement "set of measure m = 0" is replaced by the statement "empty set." In this altered form the lemma is not EBERHARD HOPF [November only true but almost trivial. In fact, (c) means then that B+ = B-, and the conclusion says that either B+=B-=0 or £+ = £_ = 12 holds. This modified lemma is true simply because to two arbitrary geodesies on 2 there always exists at least one geodesic on 2 which is negatively asymptotic to the first and positively asymptotic to the second (on the universal covering surface there is precisely one such geodesic). If B+ = B-is nonvoid then this argument can be applied to an entirely arbitrary streamline and to a streamline in B + . However, we need the lemma in the form stated because, in both our applications, the exceptional null sets in the hypothesis (c) are, in general, nonvoid.
In other words, if f(P) and g(P)>0 are m-integrable in
PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA. This proof rests upon the same simple argument but then the exceptional sets of measure zero require careful handling. A set of entire streamlines in the element-space 12 of a surface 2 can be represented in two ways, as a flow-invariant point set in 12 and as a set of pairs of points 0~~, 0 + on the unit circle which is invariant under the simultaneous transformations S £ 9-Remember that m is the flow-invariant measure in 12 and that ffdd~~ dd + is a measure in the space of those pairs 0~, 0 + . We prove first: A flow-invariant point set in 12 has measure m = 0 if and only if the corresponding set of pairs 0~~, 6 + has measure ffdd~ dd + = 0. To see this denote by C the invariant set in 12. Let C' be the set of all elements e in the universal covering surface Xi+:x|<l which represents the elements contained in C. We know that m(C) = 0 implies ra(C') = 0 and vice versa. C' is invariant under the geodesic flow in the covering surface. On using the coordinates 0~, 0 + , 5 in (6) for the elements of C' we see that C' is a cylindrical set, with its base in (0~~, 0+)-space equal to that set of pairs of points. By virtue of (7), m{C) -0 means that that set has measure ffp dB~~ dB + = 0. As p is > 0 and continuous this means that the set has measure ffdd~ dd + = 0. The statement is thereby proved. The main lemma is now proved as follows. We assume that have measure zero. This may be understood in the sense of the product measure ffdd~ d0 + . By virtue of (9), b-has nonzero measure on the Ö-line. Consequently, since the first set has product measure zero, b + has 0-measure zero. Since the second set has product measure zero it now follows that 5_ has 0-measure zero. In other words, the complements of both sets (10) have measure zero. These complements in product space correspond exactly to the sets J3_, B + in the space 12. Consequently, these latter sets have measure m==0. The lemma is herewith completely proved.
PROOF OF THE SECOND THEOREM. Denote by B-(B + ) the set of all elements P£12 on negatively (positively) divergent streamlines. As 2 is of second class, the angular measure f dB of the positively divergent directions in a point ££2 is positive. Hence there holds That hypothesis (c) is satisfied was remarked before. Therefore the conclusion of the main lemma holds, and the second theorem is thereby proved. By virtue of Lemma 3 we obtain a somewhat sharper result: If 2 is of second class then, in any point ££2, the geodesic rays issuing from p are divergent for almost all initial directions.
PROOF OF THE FIRST THEOREM. Just as in the beginning of the preceding proof we infer that, for a surface S of first class, the set of all positively or negatively divergent streamlines in 12 is a set of measure m = 0. We have to mention now that the general theorem referred to in the preceding proof is part of the following general theorem [l ] :
Under the same hypothesis as in that theorem, 12 splits into two P'-invariant parts, the conservative and the dissipative part. The first contains almost no positively nor negatively divergent streamlines. The second consists almost exclusively of positively as well as negatively divergent streamlines. In the conservative part,
